TERRACOTTA INTERIOR WALL SYSTEM
In 1995, the Italian architect Renzo Piano, in cooperation with NBK®, pioneered the use of architectural terracotta in the Potsdamer Platz Square project, creating three-dimensional and visually rich effects. Now with over 20 years of engineering developments, architectural terracotta has gradually become a mainstream curtain wall material that architects prefer to use. Today, more and more interior designers have introduced terracotta as a new element to the design of interior space, which has thereby become a refreshing solution for walls. By means of strict control of raw materials and precise formulation and technology, NBK® is capable of achieving unlimited glazed colours. The Glazed terracotta wall panel and proprietary fixing system is the perfect choice for pedestrian interior area such as with MRT, underground stations, airports and shopping malls.
Crisp 5mm Vertical Joints
5mm narrow joint gap helps to realize a neat and integral wall surface.

Integrated Signage
NBK Terracotta Interior Wall System seamlessly integrates with signage, lighting, CCTV etc.

Mounting/Demounting
Patented unique system enables the mounting or demounting work in an easy and safe way.

Anti Vibration Lock
Flexible joint can effectively offset the high risk of impact and vibration damage.

Anti Graffiti
Free of graffiti or stain using matt or glossy glazing surface.
Colour Options

**Whites**
- Gloss White Glaze
- White Spotted-effect Glaze
- Zircon White Cracked Glaze
- Matt White Glaze
- Cracked-effect Glaze
- Iridescent Glaze 1
- Iridescent Glaze 2
- Rustic & Colour Dotted Glaze 3

**Greens**
- Gloss Green Glaze
- Matt Green Glaze
- Silver-Like Metallic Glaze
- Transparent Cracked Glaze
- Rustic & Colour Dotted Glaze 3
- Gold-Like Metallic Glaze 2
- Iridescent Glaze 1
- Blue Fancy Glaze

**Reds**
- Red Engobe
- Red Matt Glaze
- Red Gloss Glaze
- Red Spotted-effect Glaze
- Rustic & Colour Dotted Glaze 1
- Rustic & Colour Dotted Glaze 2
- Spotted-effect Glaze
- Furnace Variable Glaze

**Yellows**
- Matt Yellow Glaze
- Gloss Yellow Glaze
- Rustic & Colour Dotted Glaze 1
- Transparent Cracked Glaze
- Gold-Like Metallic Glaze
- Red Fancy Glaze
- Brown Metallic Glaze
- Goldstone Glaze
Standard Multi-functional Mounting System

Standard Panel Specification
- Size: 300*1500mm, 600*1500mm
  Max: Width (W) 900mm x Length (L) 1800mm panel
- Thickness: 18mm
- Unit weight: 31Kg/m²
- Colour: unlimited matt or glossy glaze
- Patented multi function mounting system
- Other special dimensions, shapes and colours are available on request

Mounting / Demounting
- The panels installed either horizontally or vertically demonstrate a perfect surface integrity, catering for designers’ thirst for details.
- Each panel can be mounted or demounted from NBK’s patented interior fixing system, which significantly reduces the cost of replacement and maintenance.

Custom Profiles
NBK is proud to offer customized profiles in a wide variety of sizes, shapes and colours to realize the architectural aesthetic expressions.

Surface Finishes Options
- Honed
- Combed
- Grooved
- Peeled
- Waved
- Mottled
- Peeled + Mottled
- Waved + Honed
- Sand-blasted

Mix of textures can be used to create more stunning surface effects.